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ESL Teacher
Lenz English is seeking an ESL Teacher to work in the beautiful city of Jinan, Shandong
Province, China. The job involves a minimum one year contract with teaching hours no more
than 120 hours per month, and the exciting opportunity to teach students among various
ages, from kindergarten through to university. Salary is 12 000 – 15 000 RMB per month and
accommodation is provided. Applicants must be a native speaker, hold a Bachelor's Degree,
and be qualified through TESOL/TESL/etc. Full details are listed below.

Who We Are:
Lenz English focuses on three different employment areas: (1) private Lenzkids language
centers; (2) public primary and middle schools; and (3) universities. Applying for work with
Lenz English gives you the opportunity to work in a teaching setting you prefer.

Job Description and Role Responsibilities:
The base position offered is employment at Lenzkids with the additional work in public
schools, universities, or both, according to your personal preference and the class schedule.
The description and responsibilities for each role are detailed below.
(1) Employment at Lenzkids
Lenzkids is a training school that has been open since 2014. Students attending the school
range in age from 3-15 years. In this role, you will engage in oral English lessons with the
students, enhancing their learning in a fun environment. You will be provided with a
curriculum based on a series of English-learning textbooks and you will be assisted in the
classroom by our experienced Chinese English teachers. You will regularly see the same
classes every week, which will give you the opportunity to really get to know and bond with
your students. The maximum class size is 12 students but frequently less.
(2) Employment in Public Primary and Middle Schools
In this role, teachers will engage in oral English teaching and curriculum creation at public
schools located in Jinan. This role will include work in primary and middle schools, and the
children will range in age from 6-15 years. Your role will involve enhancing students’ learning
experiences in English, and providing the opportunity for students to practice their English
skills in a fun environment. You may also work closely with the school to enhance English
teaching training. Depending on the program and your preference, you can be located at one
school, or you may rotate through a number of schools.
(3) Employment in Universities
In this role, teachers will be responsible for oral English classes at a university. The students
will range in age from 18-24 years, and will have a level in English ranging from upper
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beginner to upper intermediate, depending on their university course. Your role will involve
building students’ confidence in using oral English, teaching students about Western culture,
and helping students improve their pronunciation and fluency. The university can provide
you with topics to follow, and you will be required to create an oral English exam during the
semester.

Required Qualifications:
Candidates should be friendly and understanding of Chinese culture; be prepared to abide by
Chinese law and regulations whilst working in China; and meet the basic requirements for a
Chinese work visa, which includes being in good health, having a clean criminal record, and
possessing a Bachelor’s degree or higher.
Additionally, candidates should
1. Be a native speaker of English and a citizen of Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand,
South Africa, the UK, or the USA;
2. Preferably possess a teacher’s qualification certificate, valid from one of the
above-mentioned countries, or an English language teaching certificate such as TEFL,
TESL, TESOL, TKT, CELTA, etc.;
3. Preferably have at least two years of relative teaching experience; and
4. Be under 55 years old*
*Not applicable for very experienced teachers.

Salary and Benefits:
Lenz English offers the following benefits to its ESL teachers;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A salary of 12 000 – 15 000 RMB per month (pre-tax)
Free single apartment, located near Lenzkids
Personal accident and medical insurance
Paid transport for work
Assistance in obtaining a Chinese SIM card and bank account.

Application:
Interested applicants, or applicants seeking more information, should send a copy of their
resume and a recent photo to jobs@lenzkids.com.

